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The POC file is a configuration file that is used by the labeling software to generate a Printer Object File 
(POF).The POF configuration Manager helps you build such a file. 
The POF configuration Manager also allows you to create new POC files, to modify them through a user 
friendly interface and to manage POC library. 
How does it works ? 
The POF file is a printer language command file containing additional data.. These data describe label 
variables names and their properties, the serial quantities, ...etc. They have a specific format that allow 
the user to exploit them. The POF Configuration Manager determines the format these data will have. 
These data can be sorted through Drag and Drop operation. 

Note: Data lines with red bullet cannot be sorted. Data lines cannot be moved out of their own section. 

The interface contains many sections allowing to define the different parameters used for the object file 
generation. 

POC user information section 

This section includes a File Description field that can be modified by the user. 

Description of each entry: 

File Description: 
User can write its own description for the current file. 

File Version: 
Show the current version of the file. 

Last Updated: 
Show the last date the user have modified the file. 

General information section 

This section describes general information. 

Description of each entry: 

Field separator: 
Character that separates data in the information fields. 

End of field identifier: 
Character string that identifies the end of all the information fields that are added to the POF. 

Substitute characters: 
Boolean that activates the use Character substitution table. 
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Include variable information: 
Boolean that specifies that variables information are written in UFO format 

Ending variable information: 
String separator between the UFO format and the real POF data. 

Table of substitution characters section 

In this section the user can specify the characters or the character strings he wants to substitute. 
Some special characters can be replaced by characters that are easier to transmit. To define non printable 
characters use the syntax: " \ " followed by the ASCII value of the character. 

Example: 
String \001 Replaced by <SOH> 
String \002 Replaced by <STX> 

Quantities  definition section 

This section describes all the print quantities used in the generated file. 

Example: 

Label copy identifier = « /*LABELCPY » 

Serial quantity identifier = « /*QUANTITY » 

Intercut identifier = « /*INTERCUT » 

Include command length = « True » 

Include default value = « True » 

Description of each entry: 

Label copy identifier: 
Identifies the copy number. 

Serial quantity identifier: 
Identifies the number of labels to be printed. 

Intercut identifier: 
Identifies the number of labels between cuts. 

Include command length: 
Boolean that specifies whether or not the format of the print quantity will be added to the field. 
This format will take the form [0]n where 0 is an optional pad character and n is the maximum width of 
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the quantity data. 

Example: 

04 means that a quantity of one should be formated as 0001 

8 means that a quantity of one should be formated as 1 

Include default value: 
Boolean that specifies whether or not the current default value should be added to the field (not 
implemented in this version) 

Free field definition section 

This section describes the information the user wants to include in the import fields. 
It creates a string of characters in the resulting POF file that takes the place of the actual data. This string 
contains information about the field as defined in the following section. 

Example: 

Import field definition = « /*IMPORT: » 

Include name = « True » 

Include maximum length = « True » 

Include minimum length = « True » 

Include prompt = « True » 

Include ‘Is prompted’ flag = « True » 

Include input format = « True » 

Include initial value = « True » 

Description of each entry (you can specify an order): 

Import field definition: 

Identifies an import field. 

Include name: 
When set, adds the name of the import field. 

Include maximum length: 
When set, adds the maximum length of the import field. 
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Include minimum length: 
When set, adds the minimum length of the import field. 

Include prompt: 
When set, adds the prompt string of the import field. 

Include ‘Is prompted’ flag: 
When set, adds the " Is Prompted " flag of the import field. 

Include input format: 
When set, adds the input format of the import field. 

Include initial value: 
When set, adds the initial value of the import field. 

Counter field definition section 

The Counter section describes the information the user wants to include in the counter variable fields. 
It creates a string of characters in the resulting POF file that takes the place of the actual data. This string 
contains information about the field as defined in the following section. 

Example: 

Counter field identifier = « COUNTER=[ » 

Include name = « True » 

Include increment value = « True » 

Include counter base = « True » 

Include reset value = « True » 

Include maximum value = « True » 

Include pad character = « True » 

Description of each entry (you can specify an order): 

Counter field identifier: 
Identifies a counter field. 

Include name: 
When set, adds the name of the counter field. 

Include increment value: 
When set, adds the Increment of the counter field. 
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Include counter base: 
When set, adds the base of the counter. 

Include reset value: 
When set, adds the reset value of the counter. 

Include maximum value: 
When set, adds the maximum (roll-over) value of the counter. 

Include pad character: 

When set, adds the padding character of the counter. 

Other Variables section 

This section describes the information the user wants to include in other variable fields like formula date 
and attached database. 
It creates a string of characters in the resulting POF file that takes the place of the actual data. This string 
contains information about the field as defined in the following section. 

Example: 

Date field identifier = « /*DATE: » 

Formula field identifier = « /*FORMULA: » 

Table Lookup field identifier = « /*ATTACHEDDB: » 

Include name = « True » 

Include maximum length = « True » 

Include format = « True » 

Description of each entry (you can specify an order): 

Date field identifier: 
Identifies a Date field. 

Formula field identifier: 
Identifies a Formula field. 

Table Lookup field identifier: 
Identifies an attached database field. 

Include name: 
When set, adds the name of the variable field. 
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Include format: 
When set, adds the variable field format: 
Formula, date format or SQL query. 

Include maximum length: 
When set, adds the maximum length of the variable field. 

The Printer section 

The Printer section describes the information the user wants to include in the printer parameters. 

Example: 

Speed command identifier = « /*SPEED » 

Heat command identifier = « /*TEMP » 

Include background name = « True » 

Start of background block identifier = « /*'STARTBKGND » 

End of background block identifier = « /*'ENDBKGND » 

See the result in the generated print file below: 

/*'ENDBKGND*//*'STARTBKGNDEC32A59E*/<STX>IAFEC32A59E 

8008FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFC 

8008FF77BFBF7FFFFFFC 

8008FFFFF7FFFFFFFFFC 

8008FFFFFFFFFFFFF7FC 

... 

8008000001FFFF800000 

FFFF/*'ENDBKGND*/<STX>L 

FFFF/*'ENDBKGND*/<STX>L 

A1 

D11 

z 
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P/*SPEED*/ 

SC 

H/*TEMP*/ 

Description of each entry: 

Speed command identifier: 
Identifies the printer speed setting. 

Heat command identifier: 
Identifies the temperature setting of the printer head. 

Start of background block identifier: 
Identifies the beginning of a background block like printer settings or graphics that can be sent only 
once to the printer because they will be stored in the printer memory and do not need to be sent again in 
subsequent printing. 

End of background block identifier: 
Identifies the end of a background block. 

Include background name: 
When set, adds the name of the background block 
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